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A YOUNG APPLE ORCHARD 
Laurenz Greene and I. E. Melhus. 
INTRODUCTION. 
The definite and conclusive researches of Erwin F. Smith 
(5), on the cause of Crown Gall (Bacterium tumefaciens, Sm. 
& Town) afford a basis for further study of the effect of this 
disease on the young and bearing orchard. The available 
data on this question are limited and largely based on 
experiments of short duration without a definite understand-
ing of the cause of the disease. 
This bulletin contains a record of progress in a study of the 
effect of crown gall upon an apple orchard from the t ime it is 
set out until it becomes of bearing age. The relative influence 
of various types of galls upon the annual growth of the t rees 
has been considered and some data have been gathered on the 
amount and position of the galls in relat ion to the growth and 
percentage of stand in the orchard. Also, the susceptibility 
of certain kinds of apple trees to crown gall after they have 
been planted in the orchard, and the persistence of crown gall 
on infected trees have been noted. 
Other lines of experiment in this investigation, including 
those dealing with control measures, will be reported later. 
The authors wish to acknowledge ' the helpful co-operation 
rendered by Station Chiefs Buchanan, Beach, and Maney. 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE. 
The literature bearing on the influence of crown gall on the life of a n 
apple tree has been quite exhaustively covered by Hedgecock (4) and 
Smith (5) so in this bulletin only a rew of the most pertinent papers 
bearing directly on .the work to be described will receive consideration. 
Hedgecock (4) has probably studied the effect of crown gall on young 
apple trees more thoroughly than anyone else in America. However, it 
should be emphasized that subsequent to the time when the causal 
agent was definitely determined, no one 8Ipparently has given consid-
er8ltion to this problem. This fact should be kept constantly in mind 
when considering the results of the earlier workers. 
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A brief summary of Hedgecock's (4) work follows: 
Orchard No.1 was located near Louisiana, Missouri, on a piece of 
gently sloping upland cDnsisting of heavy clay loam. Orchard No.2 
was planted in the same block as No.1, but was lower, and wetter in 
rainy seasons. Orchard,s 1 and 2 were planted with trees of the fol-
lowing varieties: Ingram, Gano, COllins, and York Imperial, grown in 
a nursery in eastern Missouri. Orchard No.1 was planted with 112 
healthy apple trees and 96 diseased with hard crown gall, the galls 
being near the crowns of the trees just below the surface 'Of the soil. 
Orchard No.2 was planted with 122 healthy apple trees and 139 dis-
eased trees in alternating rows. Thirty-six of the Collins variety in 
Orchard 2 had soft crown gall. 
Orchards 1 and 2 were given ordinary care, cultivation being acl'OSS 
the rows in No.2 to insure spread of the organism and no fertilizer was 
used. The trees stood 8 by 9 feet. Owing to a fire, after eight years, 
the experiment had to be discontinued; that is, after they had grown 
for six years in the orchards. 
The results showed that the healthy trees had developed in six years 
an increase in diameter of six one-hundredths of an inch greater than 
those diseased with hairy-root and twenty-nine hundredths of an inch 
greater than those diseased with crown gall. Out 'Of the 234 healthy 
trees transplanted, 153 Dr 65.4 percent remained healthy; 23 or 9.8 per 
cent died; 11, Dr 4.7 percent developed traces of hard crown gall; and 
47 or ?·0.1 percent showed traces of woolly-knot and aerial forms of 
hairy-root. Out of 235 apple trees diseased with cr,own gall at the time 
of transplanting tD the orchards, 73, or 31.1 percent, entirely recovered 
frDm the disease; 30, Dr 12.8 percent, died; 63, or 26.8 percent, were dis-
eased with the hard form of crown gall; and 69, Dr 29.3 percent, devel-
oped the woolly-knot form of hairy-root, chiefly from the surface of 
fDrmer hard galls. 
Orchard No.3 was destroyed by fire and no notes were taken. 
Orchard No.4 was planted on the Potomac Flats near Washing-
ton, D. C., in 1907 and transplanted tD the experiment farm at Arling-
ton, Virginia, in 1908. The trees of the Jonathan, Grimes and Gano 
varieties used were from a nursery in eastern Missouri. During the 
two years that had elapsed since planting only 8 had died in spite of 
the fact that they had been twice transplanted. Out of 225 healthy 
trees, 3 had died; 'Of 82 trees diseased with hairy-roDt, 2 had died; and 
of 193 trees diseased with crown gall, 3 had died. The percentage re-
maining alive was but slightly in favor of the healthy trees. 
Alwood (2) planted infected and healthy trees in the nursery and 
studied them arter one seasDn's growth. In his experiments, both 
healthy and diseased roots were procured from different sources. They 
were sorted into apparently healthy and apparently diseased stock. 
The plan pursued in this experiment was to use the apparently dis-
e.ased seedlings as l'oot stocks in comparison with the apparently 
healthy seedlings from the same sources. The apparently diseased 
roots were made into three cuts, viz.; top, middle, and tip pieces and 
healthy scion wDod were set on these three pieces by the ordinary whip 
graft method. The number of grafts made up in this manner is not 
stated. All of the trees that grew developed crown gall during the first 
year, and all of the trees were weak. 
As a check, healthy scion wood was set on apparently healthy roots 
and planted in the nun,ery adjoining the infected roots. The trees that 
grew made strong healthy trees free from crown gall in every case. 
Alwood's experiments although limited and of short duration would 
tend to show that crown gall infested seedlings are quite undesirable 
stock to use for the propagation of apple grafts. Only weak trees result. 
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Butz (3) records a case where "Three-year-old trees infected with 
crown gall varying in size from a hickory nut to an un hulled walnut 
were set in an orchard in 1898. Five of these 11 trees were York 
Imperial, six Ben Davis. After being allowed to make two seasons' 
growth it was noted that two of the York Imperial had died and the 
other three had made only a weak slender growth. The six Ben Davis 
trees all grew but in every case the growth was short and weak. Obser-
vations made the following year showed that the trees were still making 
a weak growth. The galls had materially increased in extent and nearly 
girdled the trees at the collar." These data are of course valuable but it 
is unfortunate that Butz did not at the same time plant some normal 
trees as checks. 
Stewart (7) records an interesting case where "In 1899 C. H . Stuart 
& Co. (nurserymen), Newark, N. 'Y., set out a crown gall experiment 
orchard of 500 trees, mostly Baldwins, all affected with crown gall. 
Under date of January 20, 1908, when the trees had been set nine years, 
Mr. Stuart wrote as follows: "These trees today show as good a growth 
as the trees planted the same time and free from crown gall. The bark is 
smooth, healthy in appearance, and the trees look thrifty and vigorous.' " 
Stewart adds: "An experiment made by the (Geneva) Station bears 
on this point. In 1901 we planted 22 apple trees affected with crown gall 
to determine the effect of this disease upon the growth of the trees. The 
trees were three years old. The galls varied in size from one to two 
inches in diameter and were located mostly on the tap root, but in a few 
cases on lateral roots. Some of the trees had several galls each. We 
believe the galls were typical of those commonly found on apple trees 
in New York nurseries. Five of the trees were dug in 1903, five in 1905, 
and the remainder in 1907. In no instance was there any evidence that 
the galls had increased in size or number, or that they had been in any 
way injurious to the trees. Probably apple trees bearing large galls 
should be rejected but unaffected trees from the same lot may be planted 
without fear of bad results." 
Stewart's experimental evidence is too limited to afford grounds for 
making definite statements. 
METHODS OF THE EXPERIMENT BY THE IOWA 
STATION AND MATERIALS USED. 
At the convention of the National Nurserymen's Associa-
tion held in Denver, in 1910, a committee was appointed from 
its membership for the purpose of gathering experimental evi-
dence as to injurious or non-injurious effects of crown gall 
upon apple trees. E. S. We1ch, president of the Mount Arbor 
Nurseries, Shenandoah, Iowa, was one member of this com-
mittee. During 1911, he urgently requested the Pomology 
Section of the Iowa Experiment Station to cooperate with him 
in long time experiments to determine the effect of crown gall 
upon the growth and productivity of the apple. 
It was finally arranged that a cooperative investigation along 
this line should be undertaken as a joint project by the Station 
Sections of Pomology and Bacteriology cooperating with the 
Mount Arbor Nurseries. In the spring of 1916 the bacteriolo-
gist relinquished his relations with this project to the patholo-
gist who joined the Station staff at that time. 
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The authors gratefully acknowledge the helpful assistance 
rendered by Mr. Welch during this investigation. Without 
his assistance and enthusiastic support much of the data pre-
sented in this paper would not be available. 
SELECTION OF TREES. 
The Mount Arbor Nurseries furnished the trees used in 
these experiments and the land upon which they were planted. 
They have also cared for their cultivation since the beginning 
of the experiment. During the digging season of 1911, this 
company placed in their storage cellar for experimental use, a 
large number of normal trees and some that were infected 
with crown gall. Early in the spring of 1912, the senior 
author and the Station bacteriologist selected from these trees, 
310 that were infected with crown gall and 246 normal trees 
for use in the experiment. 
In selecting these trees, an effort was made to secure an 
average lot of diseased trees. Those which were badly galled 
were discarded as likewise were those which were but slightly 
affected. Unfortunately 'no attempt was made at that time to 
record the exact position of the gall and extent of injury upon 
each individual tree selected for experiment. The importance 
of this omission has since become very evident. 
The land chosen for the experiment lay on a north slope. 
It was bordered on the south by an old scion orchard which 
has since proved to be very generally infected with crown gall. 
This piece of ground, consisting of about one acre, had previ-
ously been used for growing general nursery stock. The soil 
is a medium heavy clay composed of Missouri loess and a 
heavier clay mixture. It is good orchard soil. 
The trees were planted rather late, about May 10, 1912, yet 
a good stand was secured. 
The trees were set four by seven feet or at the rate of 
about 1,550 trees per acre with the intention of gradually 
thinning these out as they became crowded, making care-
ful studies during the progress of the experiment on th e 
development of the galls and their influence upon the tree 
growth. By 1916 one-half of the trees had been thus removed. 
The list of trees planted was composed of the following 
varieties: 
60 Wealthy infested with crown gall, VB-inch grade. 
36 Wealthy normal, VB-inch grade. 
140 Wealthy infested with crown gall, 0 -inch grade. 
90 Wealthy normal , 0 -inch grade. 
80 Jonathan, infested with hard gall. 
130 Jonathan, infested with soft gall. 
120 Jonathan, normal. 
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In selecting the trees for the experiment, it was noted that 
the Wealthy were all infected with hard galls and very little 
hairy root, while the Jonathan were infected with both hard and 
smooth galls and with softer galls having hairy root prevalent. 
In order to determine the effect of these two forms of galls on 
the Jonathan, two lo:s were selected, and designated as "Hard 
Gall" and "Soft Gal!." 
METHODS OF MEASURING TREE GROWTH. 
In measuring the influence of crown gall upon the trees 
under experiment, four factors have been considered: 
1. Annual increase in trunk diameter or caliper. 
2. Twig length per tree. 
3. Twig weight per tree. 
4. Twig caliper, or diameter, as indicated by the weight per 
unit of length. 
The twig length and weight were recorded only in 1914 and 
1915. 
The trees were not calipered individually at the time they 
were planted, but after the growth was completed in the fall 
of 1912, each individual tree was calipered at two places on the 
trunk; one approximately four and the other twelve inches 
above the collar or surface of the ground. Small broad nails 
were driven in the tree at these points so that all subsequent 
measurements might be taken at the same points. Each year, 
during the dormant season, the trees have been thus carefully 
calipered and a record has been made of their diameter, read-
ings being recorded to the closest one-eighth of an inch. It is 
appreciated that such readings are not as absolutely accurate 
as might be desired, yet they form an excellent basis for com-
parison and give a reliable indication of relative tree growth. 
In addition to these annual records of diameter, the orchard 
was thinned in the spring of 1915 and again in the spring of 
1916 and more detailed measurements were made of the trees 
which were removed. In the spring of 1915 ten trees from 
each plot were dug. All of the twig growth of 1914 was care-
fully removed and its length measured to show the average 
length per twig and the total twig length per tree. These 
twigs were then weighed on a gram balance so that the total 
weight was obtained. From these data, computations were 
made showing the average twig weight per running foot. This 
gave a more accurate comparative measurement of twig diam-
eter than could be secured by calipering the twigs. 
In the spring of 1916, the trees in the orchard were becom-
ing slightly crowded and were, therefore, systematically 
thinned to one-half of the original number, leaving alternate 
trees in adjacent rows so that the tree distance at the present 
time is about 8 by 8 feet. About two hundred and fifty trees 
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were thus removed and records were made in the same way as 
was done in the spring of 1915. The tables shown on the sub-
sequent pages were made up from the data secured by these 
methods. 
EXPERIMENT DATA. 
The measurements which were made in recording the in-
fluence of crown gall upon the growth of the trees as already 
described are presented in tabular form in the following pages. 
The relation of the extent, position, and length of time trees 
have been galled, to Lhe growth of the trees has a lso received 
consideration. 
EFFECT OF CROWN GALL UPON ORCHARD STAND. 
In the selection of trees for orchard planting the first consid-
eration naturally is to secure trees that will live. By studying 
the data in Table I, one discovers rather surprisingly that the 
trees in this experiment which were affected with crown gall 
have produced a better stand in the orchard than did the nor-
mal trees. 
TABLE I.-A OOMPARISON OF ~'HE ORCHARD STAND OBTAINED FROM NOR· 
MAL AND GALLED WEAL~'HY AND JONATHAN 'l'REES. 
Pied 
Variety 
." '" 
" ~~ 
'" 
"" 
...,." 
" 
"" '= 0 ~~ ;:.; Po< 
Galled 
Wealthy 
- ------ -------------- 190 0 2 o 4 6 97 
Normal 
Wealthy 
- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ------ 115 11 o 2 15 87 
Galled 
Jonathan 
- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---- --- 210 6 2 o o 8 96 
Normal 
Jonathan 
----- -- -- -- -- -------
100 3 2 o o 95 
Table 1 gives the number of trees planted in each block, 
the number dying each year up to and including 1915, the total 
number dead and the percentage stand remaining at the close 
of the season of 1915. It will be noted that there is ten per 
cent better stand in the galled Wealthy than in the normal 
Wealthy and one per cent better stand in the galled Jonathan 
than in the normal. In all probability there is some other 
factor than the disease to account for the great difference in 
stand shown in the Vvealthy blocks. In this connection, it is 
of interest to call attention to results secured by Hedgecock (4) 
in the planting of apple grafts affected with hairy root. In 
all cases, he secured a better stand from such diseased seedling 
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roots than from normal ones. He suggests that because such 
hairy root trees have a larger number of small feeding roots 
they are, therefore, more apt to grow than are trees with nor-
mal roots. 
It should be noted that the trees selected for planting in 
the normal Wealthy block were nO'1: as good a grade as those 
in the diseased lot. However, the data in Table I indicate 
that crown gall has little if any immediate detrimental effect so 
far as the stand is concerned. 
INFECTION WITH CROWN GALL OF NORMAL APPLE TREES 
PLANTED IN AN ORCHARD. 
It is, of course, well known in a general way that healthy 
trees may becom_e infected with crown gall after being set 
in the orchard, but definite figures bearing on this question 
have been lacking. Information has been obtained bearing 
on this point in connection with the normal Wealthy and 
Jonathan used as checks in this experiment. As pointed out 
earlier in this bulletin the trees were set in land that was 
already infested with crown gall and furthermore healthy and 
galled trees were in some cases set in adjoining rows. Plate 
1 Fig. 3 shows a tree that was normal when planted in 1912, 
but became infested before 1916. 
Table No. II gives the number of normal trees planted in 
1912, the number which remained normal when dug after the 
close of the season of 1915 and the number which had become 
infected with crown gall by the time they were dug. In the 
case of Wealthy 62 percent became infected during the four-
year period while with the Jonathan only 13 percent became 
infected. This varietal difference in susceptibility to crown 
gall in the young orchard is much the same as in the nursery. 
It is well known by the nurserymen that blocks of Wealthy 
usually show more crown gall than do the .T onathan blocks. 
PERSISTENCE OF CROWN GALL. 
As might be expected, a certain number of the trees in the 
diseased blocks were able to recover from the effects of crown 
gall and to all appearances throw off all evidences of the di s~ 
ease. Such a tree is shown in Plate 3, Figures 3 and 4. Table 
III gives the percentage of trees that recovered. 
TABLE n .-THE NUMBER OF 'l'REES BEOOMING INFESTED WITH OROWN GALL 
AFTER THEY WERE SE'r IN 'rHE OROHARD. 
No. Normal 
:\0. Normal No. Galled / Per~en tage N or-Variety Trees Planted mal 'l'ree~ Bop· 
1912 Trees, 1915 'Irees, 1915 coming Infested 
Wealthy ------------1 39 '15 24 62 Jonathan __________ 38 33 5 IX 
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At the time the trees were dug, only 8 percent of the galled 
Wealthy were free from galls, while there were 31 percent 
of the galled J ona than that were free. It is interesting to note 
also that of those Jonathan trees which were selected as af-
fected with hard gall, 36 ptrcent recovered from the disease 
and showed no evidences thereof at the close of the growing 
season of 1915. Only 29 percent or 7 percenlt less, of those 
affeCted with soft gall recovered, indicating greater persirstence 
of the soft gall type. It would .seem, according to these re-
sults, that soft galls are more to be feared by the orchardist 
than the hard ones. This fact may also explain why some 
orchard men maintain that galled trees are as valuable as nor-
mal ones to set in an orchard. 
TABLE IlL-THE RECOVERY OF CROWN GALL INFESTED TREES AFTER BE· 
ING SET IN ORCHARD FOR FIVE YEARS. 
I .... 1 1 1 1 
~ No. Galled No. Galled No. Trees Pe~centage 
.:>.~ Trees Plan ted Trees. 1915 Recovering Trees. t ~ 1912. Dug 1916 Recovermg Variety 
Wealthy 
-------------
Hard 
and 
Soft 74 68 6 S.l 
Jonathan 
-----------
Soft 52 :rr 15 29 . 
Jonathan 
-----------
Hard 25 16 0 36. 
All Hard 
Jonathan 
-----------
and 
Soft 77 53 24 31. 
THE TRUNK GROWTH OF GALLED AND HEALTHY TREES. 
As stated earlier in this bulletin the effect of crown gall was 
measured in at least four different ways: (1) trunk diam-
eter, (2) twig length, (3) twig weight and (4) twig diameter. 
At first it was decided to use increase of trunk diameter as an 
index of the comparative rate of growth of the galled and 
normal trees. This proved later to be less accurate than the 
twig development as is well shown in Table IV. 
The average size of the trees in the various plots at the close 
of each season is shown in Table IV as well as the annual and 
total increase for four years in the various plots. In this table 
no attempt is made to separate the trees into galled and normal 
at the time they were dug. The table includes all trees planted 
in each plot regardless of their condition at the close of the 
season of 1915. 
It has already been shown in this bulletin that of apple 
trees which are infested with crown gall when planted, from 
8 <to 36 percent, depending upon the variety, may recover, in 
a period of five years. Likewise healthy trees may become 
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o-alled after being set in the orchard, while still others may ~ontinuously remain normal. The records of trees shown in 
Table V have been grouped into four classes as follows: 
1. Those trees which were galled when planted in 1912, 
divided into two classes: those which did, "B," and those 
which did not recover, "A." 
TABLE IV.-A OOMPARISON OF THE EFFEO'l' OF OROWN GALL UPON THE 
GROW'l'H AND INOREASE OF TRUNK DIAME'.rER OF GALLED AND 
HEALTHY TREES FOR FOUR YEARS. 
1912 1913 
'" '" " 
" ~ " Ol .... ... V~.rjety 
"' S S S 0 
" 
0 '" " z i:i z i:i i:i 
Galled 
.223 1 Wealthy 
------
189 .534 188 .757 
Normal 
Wealthy 
------
88 .576 88 .829 .253 
Galled 
Jonathan 
----
203 .561 202 .726 .165 
Normal 
J'onathan 
----
97 .592 95 .838 .246 
1914 
'" 
J 
'" " '" 
.... 
f:< S S 
0 
" " z i:i i:i 
188 .974 .217 
88 1.095 .266 
202 1.022 .296 
95 1.228 .390 
1915 
'" 
'" Ol 
E< S 
0 '" z i:i 
169 1.~69 
s·' 1.394 
182 1.455 
85 1.680 
J 
" .... 
S 
" i:i 
.295 
.299 
.433 
.452 
1
1913 
1915 
~ 
'" 
'" ... 
" El 
.735 
.818 
.894 
1.088 
2. The trees which were normal when planted in 1912, 
divided into two classes: those becoming infected, "e," and 
those which remained normal, "D," when dug in the fall of 
1915. 
In the diameter increase for 1914, a gradual progression is 
found from those which were galled throughout the experi-
ment to those which remained normal for the same period, 
with the exception of the one Wealthy tree which was galled 
TABLE V.-EFFEOT OF CROWN GALL UPON THE TRUNK GROWTH OF APPLE 
TREES THAT ARE GALLED WHEN SET AND REOOVER AS OOMPARED WITH 
NORMAL ONES THAT BEOOME INFESTED, WITH OHEOKS REMAINING 
NORM-tL. 
;:l 
'" ~ '" . '" .", on Ol " .... ~ " .... 
" "" ~ 
._'"
-'" 
'0 ....... ....... 
Variety B~~ 0'0 "'''' ., Ol", ~c:I 
'0 -'", '0 "w '8~.s . - '" ~" '" .. '0-= "'" SOl o '" g" 0 .S ~ 0 ,,'" .- " 0 ? Z A Z A 
A. Wealthy ______________ Galled Galled 15 .20 G8 .29 
B . Wealthy 
-------------
Galled Normal 1 .13 e .33 
O. Wealthy 
-------------
Normal Galled 5 .29 24 .30 
D. Wealthy 
-------------
Normal ,Normal 5 .33 15 .36 
A. Jonathan 
------------
Galled Galled 20 .27 fi2 .42 
B. Jonathan 
------------
Galled Normal 0 24 .44 
O. Jonathan 
------------
Normal Galled 4 .39 5 .51 
D. Jonathan 
------------
Normal Normal 6 .42 211 .44 
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and became normal. This individual tree should hardly be 
considered in a table of this kind. 
The diameter increase in 1915 shows the same relative pro-
gression with the same exception. Here there are six Wealthy 
trees and some reason other than t he small number of trees 
must account for this variation. Another exception is found 
in the Jonathan trees, namely those which were normal and be-
came infected show a larger diameter increase than those 
which were normal throughout the life of the experiment. 
The five trees listed, however, were not badly infected at the 
time they were dug and were recorded as vigorous trees. 
A slightly greater variation is found in the 1915 growth as 
shown in Table IV, where all trees planted in the galled plot 
are considered together and those which were planted in the 
normal plots included together. 
The differences as shown in Tables IV and V seem almost 
trifling, but when stated in terms of twig growth such is no 
longer the case. The contrast is quite striking as shown in the 
lollowing computations. 
All trees of each variety regardless of crown gall infection 
were classified according to the amount of trunk diameter in-
crease in 1915. For example all trees which gained one-fourth 
of an inch in trunk diameter were listed in one class, those which 
gained three-eighths of an inch in another class and so on for 
all trees dug in the spring of 1916. The average twig develop-
ment per tree for each of these classes was found by averaging 
the twig measurements of all trees in the class. 
By taking the classes of Wealthy .3125 inches and .375 
inches most closely corresponding to Table V, A .29 inches 
and D .36 inches respectively, and by comparing the propor-
tionate gain which classes A and D would produce, the nor-
mal 'vVealthy D for only .07 inches difference in trunk 
diameter increase would make a growth of 80 inches in twig 
length and 55 grams in twig weight more than would the 
galled \ lV ealthy "A." The results of this computation are 
given in Table VI. 
TA.BLE Vr.-THE RELATION OF TRUNK AND TWIG GROW'TH IN WEALTHY 
TREES. 
CIass witb _____________________ . 
Class witb _____________________ . 
'i'able V "An ____________ _____ _ 
Ta!Jle "V" t'D" ___ ,~--,"i-----____ --Gam D over A __________ _ 
Class as Per 
Gain m 'Trunk 
Dia::neter , 1915-
Incbes 
.3125 
.375 
.29 
.36 
.rYT 
Average Twig Average Twig 
Lengtb Produced Weigbt Produced 
Pcr Tree, 1915__ Per 'i' r ee, 1915-
Incbes 
676 .6 
748. 
650.9 
730.8 
79.9 
Grams 
291.3 
340.5 
273.6 
328.7 
55.1 
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A. similar computation for the normal Jonathan shows .02 inches 
difference -in trunk diameter increase, a gain of 124 inches 
in twig length and a gain of 51 grams in twig weight over that 
produced by the galled Jonathan. 
It is also important to recognize that the twig growth could 
be much more accurately measured for the reason that the twig 
length totaled hundreds of inches per tree while the trunk diam-
eter increase did not exceed a fraction of an inch; also the com-
putations were made from so large a number of twigs that the 
factor of error in these measurements was reduced to a mini-
mum; whereas the trunk diameters were only recorded to the 
closest one-eighth of an inch and with but one measurement 
per tree. 
It would seem that twig growth is a much more accurate 
and valuable index of the effect of crown gall than is trunk 
growth. In the remaining tables, twig growth and weight, 
only, are used. 
EFFECTS OF VARYING AMOUNT OF CROWN GALL UPON THE 
TWIG GROWTH OF YOUNG APPLE TREES. 
It seems quite well established under the conditions of this 
experiment that the length of time that apple trees are infected 
with crown gall is directly manifested in terms of growth either 
as diameter of trunk, or weight, length, or diameter of twig. 
The question now arises as to what may be the influence of 
galls of different size. Is a small gall as serious a menace to 
the life of the tree as a large one and does it make any differ-
ence on what part of the tree the galls occur? 
Data were collected bearing on these queries when the trees, 
which had been set :01' five years, were dug in the spring of 
1916. At this time each individual tree was examined and a 
record made of the size and of the location of the gall upon the 
tree. The extent of the gall or galls was arbitrarily classified as 
little galled, medium galled, badly galled and normal. It has al-
ready been shown that a certain percentage of galled trees re-
cover within the first three to five years after they are set. Also 
that normal trees may be,ome infected within this same 
period. The classification as to the size of the galls does not 
take this matter into consideration, due to the fact that the 
period a given tree was infested with crown gall could not be 
determined under the condition of this experiment. 
Again there were no determinations made as to what galls 
contained Bacterium tU111,eiaC':ens in an active state. As a re-
sult, the data presented cannot be as accurate as desired but 
it does serve to show something as to the effect of crown gall 
upon growth. 
The normal Jonathan trees in 1915, according to Table VII, 
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TABLE VII.-A COMPARISON OF VARYING EXTENT OF GALl,S UPON THE 
TWIG GROWTH OF YOUNG APPLE TREES, DURING In5. 
Variety and Size of Galls 
WEALTHY Normal _________________________ _ 
Little galled _____________________ _ 
Medium galled ___________________ _ 
Badly galled _____________________ _ 
JONATHAN Normal _________________________ _ 
Little galled _____________________ _ 
Medium galled ___________________ _ 
Badly galled _____________________ _ 
Average Twig Length 
Per Tree 
'" e 
., 
'" 
., 
0 -5 
z .9 
18 859.2 
24 658.4 
38 636.6 
19 605. 
50 1807.3 
25 1802. 
12 1466. 
17 1145.5 
Average 'rwig Weight 
Per Tree 
j 
i3 
0 ., 
z B 
18 389.7 
24 291.2 
38 214.1 
19 243.6 
47 662.5 
25 631.5 
11 1'>19.4 
13 435.3 
averaged 1807.3 inches twig growth weighing 662.5 grams, 
while badly galled ones produced 1145.5 inches, weighing 435.3 
grams. In the case of the Wealthy the normal trees produced 
859.2 inches, weighing 389.7, while the badly galled grew 605 
inches, weighing 243.6 grams. 
A comparison of the normal trees with those recorded as 
badly galled naturally gives the two extremes as shown in 
Table VII. The trees classified as medium and little galled 
do not show the striking differences one might naturally ex-
pect. This may be due in part to the arbitrary classification 
used, to the age of th~ gaU, or to other unknown factors. The 
data presented in this table relating to the medium and little 
galled classes suggest that up to a certain point crown gall may 
not be seriously injurious. But be this as it may, the differ-
ence is marked in the growth of the normal and badly galled, 
which is the important contribution in this study. 
It should be further noted that the data presented in this 
table are for twig growth during the season of 1915 when, 
owing to quite favorable weather conditions, the weaker trees 
were enabled to more nearly equal the normal trees in the 
amount of their growth. Future data of a similar character, if 
secured following a dry season, would perhaps show a greater 
variation between the little galled and normal trees. 
Table VIII shows the effect of crown gall upon twig growth 
as indicated by the trees which were dug after the close of the 
1914 and 1915 seasons. It shows a much greater advantage of 
the normal trees over the galled trees in 1914 than is shown 
by the 1915 growth. In the case of the Jonathan normal there 
is a gain of 94 per cent in twig length produced over the galled 
Jonathan. It should be noted in this connection that the sea-
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TABLE VIII. - A OOMPARISON OF THE TWIG GROW'l'H OF GALLED AND NOR-
MAL TREES. 
"" . i< 
'" 
... 
Variety '" ~~ ~ ~ ~~~ 0 I> ~ .... 
z ~.s 
Galled 
Wealthy ____ 17 296.2 
Normal 
Wealthy ____ 14 430.54 
Galled 
Jonathan 
--
20 643 .62 
Normal 
Jonathan 
--
10 1250.4 
Growth Third 
Season 
"" -... 
'" ~&S '" 
"" "" ! ~:Q ~ " ... 
" " ~.9 "", "'<=I ~'ii1~ ,-,.~ 
... " ... " ~"" ..I> ... ~"" ~~ ... 
------
144.8 
------
45 231.5 59 
------
256.4 
------
94 651.89 154 
Growth Fourth Season 
"" 
.. 
li it.lS '" ., ., 
"" "' '''' " "" '" fl " '" ~I~ ~:Q tG ... ~
" " 
".Q.Q 8.S 
""" 
W<=I 
... +> '-' ~.Ci)~ '-'-0 ~~.9 ... " ~" ~"" . ~~~ z ~.s Pol"" 
74 627.8 
------
271.8 
---- ... -
39 792.5 25 372.4 37 
76 1566.5 .. ----- 558. ----.. -
24 2090. 33.4 768. 42 
son of 1915 was very moist, a season of extremely heavy rain-
fall, thus greatly assisting the galled trees in overcoming the 
difference which might otherwise have been shown during a 
dry season. 
• II 
1 
A 
1 2 
B 
Wealthy 
I 
1 1 
A 
Jonathan 
... 
8759 
700 9 
525 9 
3 5 0 9 
175 9 
2 
B 
Fig. 1. Comparison of w e ig ht p er tre e of twigs produced in 1914. 
A-disease d when pla nte d. 
B-normal when pla nted . 
l-diseased when dug. 
2 -normal when dug. 
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There was a gain in twig growth during the fourth season 
by the normal trees, as compared with the diseased trees, of 37 
percent in the case of Wealthy and 42 percent in the case of 
Jonathan. The comparative twig growth of gall and normal 
trees is shown in Plate VII for both Jonathan and Wealthy. 
This evidence would indicate that up to bearing age there is 
a decided advantage in favor of planting sound, healthy trees. 
This table does not show the comparative growth of normal 
and diseased trees alone, for when considered from this stand-
point a part of the trees, as shown in Tables IX and X fall 
under a different classification from that shown in Table VIII. 
For example, in the normal Wealthy blocks which show in 
1915 an advantage over the diseased blocks of 37 percent in 
weight produced, a Jarge percentage of the trees became in-
fected while in the diseased block only 8 percent threw off 
the disease. By glancing at Table X it will be noted that those 
trees which remained normal throughout the four years' 
growth showed a gain of 51 percent in twig growth in 1915 
over those which were galled throughout the four years' 
growth. 
'I'ABLE IX .-THE RELATIVE EFFEOT OF OROWN GALL UPON 'I'WIG GROWTH 
OF APPLE TREES GALLED OR NORMAL FOR VARYING LENG'l'HS OF TIME. 
Variety 
A. Wealthy 
B. Wealthy 
O. Wealthy 
D. Wealthy 
A. Jonathan 
B. Jonathan 
O. Jonathan 
D. Jonathan 
Third Season's Growth 1914. 
Galled 
Galled 
NOTIOal 
Normal 
Galled 
Galled 
Normal 
Normal 
. .... I, !S ' ", 
. 10 
i ~ 
'" 18 
Galled 
Normal 
Galled 
Normal 
Galled 
Normal 
Galled 
Normal 
o 
Z 
16 
1 
5 
9 
300.2 
252. 
414.8 
454.4 
100 
84 
1.38 
152 
153.6 
142. 
212.2 
?63.3 
100 
92 
138 
171 
20 643.6 100 256.4 100 
~ --iio2:--- ---i7i-- ---458:7-- ---j78--
6 1661.5 258 780.6 304 
Table IX is presented to indicate the influence which the 
gall had upon the trees where it remained throughout the 
period of the experiment and its influence where it remained 
for only a short time or where normal trees became galled 
after planting. The comparative twig weights are shown in 
figure 1. There were too few trees in 1914 which became 
normal to give any indication of this effect. Omitting this 
class HB," as shown in the table IX, there is a gradual progres-
sion in the t otal twig length produced in 1914 in the Wealthy 
from 300 inches in the galled Class HA" to 454 inches in thf! 
normal Class "D," a gain of 158 percent in the latter case. 
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This data, althaugh limited, paints clearly to' the fact that 
galled trees in the third seasan of their growth do not graw 
nearly as rapidly as narmal trees. 
The gain in 1915 of the na rmal Class "D" aver galled Class 
"A" during a wet seasan, as shown in Table IX, is nat so great 
as might be expected, althaugh in the case af the Wealthy the 
gain is very nearly the same. In this case, however, there are 
a sufficient number af trees which were galled and became 
narmal to' indicate that thase trees made a larger growth than 
thase which remained galled throughaut the life of the experi-
ment. 
The archardist is primarily interested in the growth his 
trees will make after planting and is therefare interested in 
securing trees that will make the best grawth regardless af 
the development of, or the recovery from the crawn gall infec-
tian. Evidence alang the line af the desirability af planting 
narmal trees ar galled trees and the resulting growth that 
ane might expect in such blacks is shown in Table X. . 
This evidence is presented from twa standpoints, first, from 
the standpaint af the condition af the trees when planted as 
5ha"vn in Table VIII and secand, fram the standpoint af the 
condition of the trees bath at planting time and when dug as 
shown in Tables X and XI. 
TABLE X.-GRo'W'rH FOURTH SEASON, 1915. 
r:t 
., ~ s It) '" 1l5] .<:I S .. '" 0;< .. " 10 .... .... i·a .,< -~ 
V.ri~ty gal r:t .. I ~~ ~.L g:, 0 ",.<:I i~ E~ :::: .. ~ ;;10 ~§ 
"''' 
;a ~e "'0 ... ., "' .... §-z. r:t "' ... ~IO ~< 0 ~t-JI ~ .. 
0 0 ..: Po< ..: Po< 
A. Wealthy 
-----------------
Galled Galled 619.5 100 265.3 100 B. Wealthy 
-----------------
Galled Normal 722. 117 343.5 129.5 O. Wealthy 
-----------------
Normal Galled 776.8 125.4 364 .6 13i.4 
D. Wealthy 
-----------------
Normal Normal 936.9 151.2 449. 169.2 
A. Jonathan 
----------------
Galled Galled 1537.5 100 561.8 100 B. Jonathan 
----------------
Galled Normal 1629.8 106 048.7 9i O. ,Jonathan 
----------------
Normal Galled 19i2.7 122 708.5 126 
D. Jonathan 
----------------
Normal Normal 2113.6 137 821.2 146 
The "A" Wealthy and Jonathan are :hose trees that were 
galled and never recavered. The "B" trees are those that were 
galled but later recovered. The "C" trees are the narmal trees 
that became galled after being set, while the "D" trees are the 
trees that were healthy when set and remained free fram crown 
gall during the periad indicated. 
The production af a greater twig length wauld not be can-
clusive evidence O'f larger grawth if considered apart fram the 
caliper of those twigs ar the tatal twig weight. 
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TABLE XI.-EFFEOT OF CROWN GALL UPON 'I'WIG DIAME'rER AS INDICATED 
BY WEIGHT PER RUNNING FOOT OF TWIG LENG'l'H. 
Vnr;e.ty 
A. Wealthy 
B. Wealthy 
C. Wealthy 
D. Wealthy 
A. Jonathan 
B. Jonathan 
C. Jonathan 
D. Jonathan 
Galled 
Galled 
Normal 
Normal 
Galled 
Galled 
Normal 
Normal 
Galled 
Normal 
Galled 
Normal 
Galled 
Normal 
Galled 
Normal 
o 
7. 
16 
1 
5 
9 
20 
o 
4 
6 
6.15 
6.76 
5.68 
6.88 
4.64 
4.66 
5.85 
o 
Z 
IJ6 
6 
2'4 
14 
47 
~2 
14 
19 
4.97 
5.67 
5.52 
5.66 
4.04 
4.02 
4.66 
4.47 
Table XI is presented to indicate the caliper of those twigs 
measured in 1914 and 1915. The evidence shown here is prac-
tically the same as that shown by the twig length and the 
trunk diameters. There is a decided advantage in favor of 
the trees which remained normal throughout the experiment 
over those which remained galled. This is graphically shown 
in figures 2 and 3. There are, as might be expected, slight 
variations in the other two classes "B" and "e" but the same 
general trend is shown. The important evidence in these 
tables Vln to X inclusive, is shown in classes "A" and "D" 
where the condition of the trees throughout their lives is 
known. Emphasis should be place<;l upon these classes and 
II I 
121 
A 
Wealthy 
B 
2 
A B 
Jonathan 
Fig. 2. Comparison of weight per tree of twigs produced in 1915. 
A-diseased when planted. 
B-normal when planted. 
I-diseased when dug. 
2 -normal when dug. 
875 9 
700 9 
'5 25 9 
; 5 0 9 
175 9 
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not upon classes HB" and "c." In addition to producing 
greater twig length as well as a larger number of twigs, they 
were heavier per unit of length. 
2100 • 
1800 " 
15 00 • 
900 • 
II 600 • 3 00 • 
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
" 
B A B 
Wealthy Jonathan 
Fig. 3. Comparison of a verage twig growths per tree during 1915. 
A-diseased when plan t ed. 
B-normal when pla nted. 
l - diseased when dug. 
2-normal when dug. 
THE RELATION OF THE POSITION OF THE GALL UPON THE 
GROWTH ACTIVITIES OF APPLE TREES. 
The question as to the influence of the position of the gall 
upon the growth activity of the tree was next considered. 
When the extent of the galls was determined their location on 
the plant was also recorded. In the great majority of the 
195 trees examined the galls were on the underground parts 
of the tree. The infected trees were put into four groups; 
galls on the stock, union, collar, and secondary roots. In 
some cases trees had galls both at the union and on the stock 
or collar or vice-versa. 
It should be explained that the trees classified as galled on 
stock are those trees which were galled below the union on 
root used as a stock. Those recorded as being galled at the 
union are those which were galled where the stock and scion 
united. No distinction was made whether the gall had its 
origin Clot this point on the stock or on the scion. Those record-
ed as galled at the collar are those galled at or near the sur-
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face of the ground above the graft union. Those recorded as 
galled on the secondary roots are those trees which had galls 
on the small secondary roots and not on the main root stock. 
The data in Table XII indicates that the galls occurring on 
the secondary roots are probably less harmful than those oc-
curring on the stock, union, or collar. In the Jonathan the 
trees galled on the collar showed only an average twig growth 
of 1200 inches while the normal trees gave 1807 inches. On 
the \Vealthy on the other hand the trees galled at the stock 
averaged 580 inches, while the normal ones averaged 859.2. 
In this variety it should be pointed out also that the trees 
galled at the collar exceeded the normal ones in growth; how-
ever; the number of trees studied was only five which may 
well account for the irregularity. 
TABLE XII.-EFFECT OF POSI'l'ION OF CROWN GALL INJURY UPON GROWTH 
ACTIVITIES. 
Position of Gall 
JONATHAN On Stock _________________ _ 
At Union _________________ _ 
At Collar _________________ _ 
On Secondary Roots ______ _ Normal ___________________ _ 
WEALTHY On Stock _________________ _ 
At Union _________________ _ 
At Collar _________________ _ 
On Secondary Roots _____ _ Normal ___________________ _ 
19 
26 
S 
5 
50 
41 
43 
5 
4 
IS 
1706.4 
1472.S 
1200.2 
2005. 
1807. 
580.2 
656.2 
884.1 
S13.5 
859.2 
18 
24 
6 
5 
47 
40 
42 
5 
4 
18 
Averag~ 
Weigbt in 
Grams 
622. 
508.7 
517.6 
710.6 
662.5 
255.33 
278.1 
481.7 
389. 
289.7 
Be this irregularity as it may, this fact is clear, that galls 
on the stock and union do, in the majority of cases interfere 
with the normal growth of the tree. It is fnrther evident that 
galls on the secondary roots are not as injurious as when 
found growing on the stock or scion. The data presented in 
this paper do not allow a definite statement regarding the 
comparative effect of galls on the stock cr union. 
An interesting observation should be mentioned in this con-
nection, namely, that on many of the trees which were badly 
galled a considerable number of fruit spur') were found in the 
spring of 1916 whil~ none were found on the healthy trees. 
This suggests that this condition was caused by the severe 
crown gall infestation. Trees of this kind are shown in Plate 
I, fig. 1; Plate IV, fig. 3; and Plate VI, fig. 1 and 5. This early 
production of fruit spurs may be a valuable symptom for diag-
nosis of severe crown gall infestation of the underground por-
tions of the plant. Before definite statement can be made on 
this point, further observations and data are necessary. 
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THE COMPARATIVE EFFECT OF 'HARD AND SOFT GALL ON 
YOUNG JONATHAN TREES. 
The question is often asked as to which is the more injuri-
ous to young apple trees, hard or soft galls. When the Jona-
than trees used in this experiment were selected for planting 
in 1911, a certain number were infested with either hard or 
soft galls. These trees were allowed to stand until 1915 when 
they were dug and the twig growth measured . 
Hard Gall: Twig length per tree 1755.5 in.: twig weight 
664. gm. 
Soft Gall: Twig length per tree 1468.3 in.: twig weight 552.7 
gm. 
Normal: Twig length per tree 2113.6 in.: twig weight 821.2 
gm. 
It ,eems evident from the data at hand that soft galls are more 
injurious to young trees than hard galls for the first four 
years after being set in an orchard. It is further evident as 
pointed out earlier that both hard and soft galls influence ma-
terially the growth of young as compared with older trees. 
SUMMARY. 
In the experiments recorded in this bulletin on the effect of 
crown gall on apple trees, two of the leading commeroial va-
rieties of apples common in Iowa have been employed, name-
ly, Wealthy and Jonathan. The orchard was set in 1912 at 
Shenandoah, Iowa, on a modified Missouri loess type of soil, 
using two year old "cut back" trees for planting. 
Under the conditions of the experiment described, at the 
end of five years more of the crown gall infected apple trees 
were alive than normal trees. 
Although the stand for the first four years was better on 
the ,crown gall than on the normal block yet the records taken 
after the severe winter of 1916-17 show that the stand of the 
Jonathan in the crown gall block was reduced from 96 percent to 
91 percent as compared to a 95 percent stand in the normal block. 
The experiment confirms the general idea that Wealthy is 
more susceptible to crown gall than Jonathan. When appar-
ently normal Wealthy and Jonathan trees were set in this orchard 
62 percent of the W ealthy became infected and 13 percent of the , 
Jonathan. 
In this experiment galled trees did not grow nearly as rap-
idly as normal trees. Those which were galled when set and 
later recovered made a greater growth than those that did 
not recover from the galls. 
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The data presented show thalt crown gall greatly retards 
the growth activities of young apple trees. It is followed by 
a reduction in the amount of increase in trunk diameter, and 
in the number of twigs, their length, their thickness and their 
weight. 
The amount of injury is affected by the length of time the 
tree has been galled and by the location and extent of the 
injury. 
The experiment has not yet covered the activities of trees 
of bearing age. 
It is clear that twig measurement is a mnch more accurate 
a:rd valuable index of the effect of crown gall than trunk dia-
meter growth. 
Large galls seemed to be more injurious than small ones. 
Small galls on underground portions of the tree did not 
seem to injure materially the twig growth. 
Fruit spurs develop earlier on the badly galled than on 
the normal trees. 
Galls on the stock and union seemed to be equally harmful. 
Galls on the secondary roots were less harmful than those 
occurring on the union or stock. 
Hard galls were less injurious than soft galls. 
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PLATE I. 
Fig. 1. Four year old Jonathan apple tree infested with crown gall, 
from 1912 to 1916 when the photograph was taken. The tree 
was practically girdlell near the surface of the soil. It was small 
and showed scanty twig development. Several flower clusters in 
the spring of 1916 indicated ear ly bearing. 
Fig. 2. Four year old Jonathan apple tree infested with crown gall 
1912 - 1916. Illustrating the nature of the injury as seen in the 
field. Note "Hairy root" in Figures 2 and 4. 
Fig. 3. Four year old .Jonathan apple tree. Normal when plante<l spring 
of 1912, but infested with crown gall spring of J 916 when photo-
graph was taken. Larger, better developed tree than that sh.own 
in Figure 1. 
Fig. 4. This is the same tree as shown in Figure I, showing the nature 
of the gall in greater detail. 
Fig. 1. 
Fig. 2. 
Fig. 3. 
Fig. 4. 
PLATE II. 
Four year old Wealthy tree. Normal J 912 to 1916. Only fairly 
well developed root system. 
Growth 1915-Trunk diameter .31 inches. 
Twig length 984.00 inches. 
Root system of same tree as shown in Figure 1. 
Four year old Wealthy tree. Galled 1912 to 1916. Large gall 
80% girdling the trunk. Note profusion of sprouts from root 
and above union on scion. 
Growth 1915-Trunk diameter .25 inches. 
Twig length 558.5 inches. 
Detailed illustration of the root system of the tree shown in 
Figure 3. 
PLATE III. 
Fig. 1. Four year old Jonathan tree. Normal 1912 to 1916. Well devel-
oped tree. 
Growth 1915-Trunk diameter .50 inches. 
Twig length 2624.00 inches. 
Fig. 2. Root system of tree shown in Figure 1. 
Fig. 3. Four year old Jonathan tree. Galled when planted 1912. Nor-
mal when dug spring 1916. An excellent tree. Entirely recov-
ered from infestation. 
Growth 1915-Trunk diameter .44 inches. 
Twig length 2238.5 inches. 
Fig. 4. Root system of tree shown in Figure 3. 
PLATE IV. 
Fig. 1. Four year old Jonathan apple tree. Ga.lled when planted spring 
1912. Practically free from gall spring 1916. Fairly good tree, 
with only small gall. No blossom buds. 
Growth 1915-Trunk diameter .50 inches. 
Twig length 2000.00 inches. 
Fig. 2. Root system of tree shown in Figure 1. 
Fig. 3. Four year old Jonathan apple tree. Galled when planted 1912. 
Badly galled spring 1916. Large gall above graft union on scion. 
Stock and primary root practically free from gall. This small 
poorly developed tree had forty blossom buds spring 1916 and 
was perceptibly more advanced than were the normal trees. 
Growth 1915-Trunk diameter .44 inches. 
Twig length 441.5 inches. 
Fig. 4. Root system of tree shown in Figure 3. Gall practically girdling 
tree. 
Fig. 1. 
Fig. 2. 
Fig. 3. 
PLATE V. 
Four year old Wealthy apple tree. Galled when planted spring 
1912. Badly galled spring 1916. Very large gall girdling the 
tree, slightly hairy. Poorly developed root system. Tree only 
fair. 
Growth 1915-Trunk diameter .25 inches. 
Twig length 436.5 inches. 
Root system of tree shown in Figure 1. 
Four year old Jonathan apple tree. Galled when planted spring 
1912. Badly galled 1916. Large gall of hard type girdling the 
tree at the graft union. Some tendency toward hairy root type. 
" 
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Secondary galls are numerous. Tree good condition considering 
extent of injury. 
Growth 1915-Trunk diameter .44 inches. 
Twig length 1137.00 inches. 
Fig. 4. Root system of tree shown in Figure 3. Good root system with 
numerous roots above the graft union. 
PLATE VI. 
Fig. 1. Four year old Jonathan apple tree. Galled when planted spring' 
1912. Galled spring 1916. Not badly galled but above "Medium" 
class. Gall at base of scion and on primary and secondary roots. 
Tree is about one-half girdled. The tree produced seven blos-
som buds in 1916. 
Growth 1915-Trunk diameter .25 inches. 
Twig length 614.00 inches. 
Fig. 2. Root system of tree shown in Figure 1. 
Fig. 3. F 'our year old Jonathan apple tree. Galled when planted 'spring 
1912. Badly galled at base of stock spring 1916. Four distinct 
galls. Poorly developed root system. 
Growth 1915-Trunk diameter .31 inches. 
Twig length 1313.00 inches. 
Fig. 4. Root system of four year old Jonathan apple tree. Badly galled 
with but little more root system than shown. 
Growth 1915-Trunk diameter .25 inches. 
Twig growth 234.5 inches. 
PLATE VII. 
Fig. 1. Four year old Jonathan apple tree. Galled when planted spring 
1912. Badly galled 1916. Galled on stock, scion and primary root. 
Tree produced ten fruit buds 1916. 
Growth 1915-Trunk diameter .19 inches. 
Twig length 247.00 inches. 
Fig. 2. Root system of tree shown in Figure 1. 
PLATE NO. VIII. 
1915 Twig Growth. 
(1) Normal Jonathan ...................... 2624 inches 
(2) Galled Jonathan ... ..................... 1313 inches 
(3) Normal Wealthy ........................ 984 inches 
(4) Galled Wealthy ................... . .. . .. 436 inches 
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PLATE II. 
Fig. 1. Fig. 3. 
Fig. 2. Fig. 4. 
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PLATE III. 
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PLA'l'E IV. 
Fig. 3. 
Fig. 1. 
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PLATE V. 
Fig. 3. 
Fig. 1. 
Fig. 2. Fig. 4. 
PLA TE VI. 
Fig. 1. 
Fig. 3. 
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PLATE VII . 
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Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 
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PLATE VIII. 
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